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Abstract. Reflection is one of the main techniques used to develop adaptable systems and, currently, different kinds of reflective systems exist. Compile-time reflection systems provide the ability to customize their language but they are not adaptable at runtime. On the other hand, runtime reflection systems define meta-object
protocols to customize the system semantics at runtime. However, these meta-object
protocols restrict the way a system may be adapted before its execution, and they do
not permit the customization of its language.
Our system implements a non-restrictive reflection mechanism over a virtual machine, in which every feature may be adapted at runtime. No meta-object protocol is
used and, therefore, it is not needed to specify previously what may be reflected.
With our reflective system, the programming language may be also customized at
runtime.
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Introduction

Many reflection techniques have been developed to build adaptable systems.
Compile-time reflection achieves adaptable programming languages with efficient performance (e.g., openC++ [1], MPC++ [2] or openJava [3]); however, it lacks adaptability
at runtime [3]. Most of the runtime-reflection systems are based on the ability to modify
the programming language semantics while the application is running (e.g., message
passing mechanism). This adaptability is achieved by implementing a protocol as part of
the interpreter; the protocol specifies (and therefore, restricts) the way a program could be
modified at runtime.
We have designed a runtime reflective system, in which it is possible to change
every feature of the programming language at runtime without any restriction imposed by
an interpreter protocol.
Our first step was the implementation of a structural-reflective virtual machine
called nitrO Virtual Machine. Its basic object-oriented prototype-based computation
model plus its structural reflection feature, permit us to build the system with its own
language.
Codified with the nitrOVM programming language, we have developed a la nguage processor tool in order to construct generic interpreters. Specifying lexical, syntactic and semantic rules of a programming language, an interpreter would be generated. At
runtime, every program will be able to customize its own language accessing its language
specification, nevertheless which language has been used.
The final system achieves complete adaptability at runtime, it may be used with
any programming la nguage, and no protocol restrictions exist at runtime.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we briefly describe reflection classifications, its advantages and drawbacks. In section 3 we present the
nitrO Virtual Machine. The language processor tool and its benefits are described in sections 4 and 5. Then we comment related work, and our conclusions are shown on section
7.
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Categorizing Reflection

We identify two main criteria to categorize reflective systems. These criteria are
when reflection takes place and what may be reflected. If we take what may be reflected
as a criterion, we can distinguish:
•
•
•

•

Introspection: The system structure can be accessed but not modified. If we take
Java as an example, with its java.lang.reflect package, we can get information about classes, objets, methods and fields at runtime [4].
Structural Reflection: The system structure can be dynamically modified. An example of this kind of reflection is the addition of object’s fields.
Computational (Behavioral) Reflection: The system semantics (behavior) can be
modified. In the standard Java API v.1.3, the class java.lang.reflect.Proxy
has been added [5]; it can be used to modify the dispatching method mechanism,
being handled by a proxy object.
A reflective programming language can be capable of changing itself, i.e. changing
its own lexical or syntactical specification; that is what we call Linguistic Reflection. As an example, with OpenJava reflective language, the own language can be
enhanced to be adapted to specific design patterns [6].

Taking when reflection takes place as the classification criterion, we have:
•
•

Compile-time Reflection: The system customization takes place at compile-time
(e.g., OpenJava [3]). The benefits of this system are runtime performance and the
ability to adapt its own language (i.e., linguistic reflection).
Runtime Reflection: The system may be adapted at runtime, once it has been created and run (e.g., metaXa, formerly called MetaJava [7]). These systems have
greater adaptability but performance penalties. Computational reflective systems
are commonly implemented by using runtime reflection by they lack linguistic reflection capabilities.

Our system, nitrO, achieves computational and linguistic reflection at runtime.
Moreover, our reflection technique implementation is more flexible than common runtime reflective systems –as we will explain in the next paragraph. Performance drawbacks
are not being considered in our first prototypes.

2.1 Meta-object Protocols Restrictions
Most runtime reflective systems are based on Meta-Object Protocols (MOPs); a
MOP specifies the implementation of a reflective object-model [8]. An application is
implemented by means of a programming language (base level). A program’s meta-level
is the implementation of the computational object model supported by the programming
language. Therefore, a MOP specifies the way a base-level application may access its
meta-level in order to adapt its behavior at runtime.

The way a MOP is defined restricts the amount of features that may be customized. If we do not consider a system feature to be adaptable by the MOP, this program
attribute will not be able to be customized once the application will be running.
nitrO runtime reflection mechanism is based on a meta-language specification.
The way the base level access to the meta-level (reification) is not defined by a MOP; it is
specified by another language (meta-language). The meta-language is capable to adapt
the structure, behavior and linguistic features of the base level system at runtime. Its design will be specified in section 4.
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nitrO Virtual Machine

Achieving computational reflection by an interpreter is easier than generating native code to a specific platform (e.g., the difference between the java.lang.reflect
Java package [4] and the RTTI C++ mechanism [9]). In the case of interpretation, the
program and the own interpreter both run on the operating system process, achieving
interoperability between them in a simpler way. Common interpreted computationalreflective programming language scenarios are:
•
•

An interpreter of a language capable to modify its own semantics (e.g., CLOS [8]).
A virtual machine that executes portable code over different platforms and is capable to change its own behavior (e.g. metaXa [7]).

Both scenarios are based on the use of meta-object protocols and, as we have
mentioned on the section above, they have certain limitations.
The use of a virtual machine has many advantages in order to build a flexible
computation pla tform:
•
•

Portable code to any platform.
Programming language independence (not designed to be used by just one la nguage).
Unique object and computation model defined by the virtual machine, to be used in
the whole system.
Easy development of distributed applications over different virtual machines.
Code mobility and distribution over a network.

•
•
•

Therefore, we have implemented our system over a virtual machine called nitrO
Virtual Machine (nitrOVM). These are its main features:
Prototype-based object model: Our basic abstraction is the object. We use a prototypebased object model in which classes do not exist.
•
•
•
•

The virtual machine uses a simpler object model eliminating the class abstraction.
Trait objects may be used to describe behavior of a group of objects [10].
There is no representation loss by using a prototype-based object model instead
of using a class-based model [11].
Different object-oriented languages can be easily translated into a prototypebased object-oriented language [12].
In a class-based model, in order to change one object’s structure, the whole class
must be modified, but what happen to other class’ objects? MetaXa creates a new
class, called shadow class, just for this object, making the object model more
complex and difficult to implement [13]. In a prototype-based model this is easily
achieve by means of object cloning and dynamic inheritance (delegation) [10].

Structural reflection. Main features:
•
•
•

•

An object is defined as a collection of references to other objects.
There are two primitive objects: the nil object and string objects.
Every object offers structural-reflective operations (delete, insert and iteration of
every element of the reference collection). A dynamic inheritance mechanism exists and the root object is nil –the one who offers the structural-reflective operations mentioned.
Behavior is expressed by means of string objects; these may be dynamically created, manipulated and evaluated (reflected) with the () operator. A method is defined as an evaluable string that is a member of the object.

Extensibility: The virtual machine computational model has been designed to be very
reduced. By means of structural reflection, a programming environment has been developed over the basic virtual machine language (thus, it is platform-independent and portable code). This programming environment achieves a higher abstraction level: adaptable
persistence, distribution and thread scheduling systems have been developed in this programming environment.
Applications interoperability: Just one virtual machine exists for every physical computer. Opposite to Java Virtual Machine [14], different applications in the same physical
computer use the same nitrOVM. The main benefit is that every application is capable to
access every object in the virtual machine (not just its own objects) by using structural
reflection.
More information related to the virtual machine design and implementation as
well as its programming language and project status may be found in our web site [15].
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Non-restrictive Computational Reflection System

Most common compiler and interpreter construction tools (from classic lex and
yacc to modern JavaCC [16] and AntLR [17]) have the same development process,
shown in figure 1:
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Fig. 1. Common compiler or interpreter development process.

1. The language specification is detailed using the tool’s language.
2. The language specification is preprocessed and a C, C++ or Java application is
generated.
3. Once the application has been generated, it is compiled to obtain the language
processor.
4. With the compiler or interpreter created, we can process source code of the desired language.

If we want a language feature to be modified, the whole process has to be repeated. Therefore, by using this scheme, no dynamic modification may be done to the
language being processed.
"Generic Interpreter" [18] interpreter construction tool is an exception: language
specification may be dynamically changed. However, the changes must be codified and compiled previously to the interpreter execution.
Our language processor is defined as a Structural-Reflective Generic Interpreter
(SRGI). Lexical and syntactic specifications are represented by objects meaning freecontext grammar rules [19]. The object represents the left side of the rule and the right
side is represented by the member collection the object has. Rules may be created, analyzed and modified dynamically by using virtual machine structural refle ction.
Free-Context Grammar Rule:
<Statements> → <Statement> ; <Statements>
Object-Oriented Representation:
name: “statement”
...

name: “statements”
0
:
1
:
2
:

name: “;”

Fig. 2. Object's structure representing a free-context grammar rule.

Semantic specification associated to syntactic rules is described as string objects.
These can be easily evaluated by the virtual machine, using the () operator.
The SRGI Engine has been designed to use a backtracking algorithm. Once the
language to be interpreted is specified, the SRGI Engine starts processing it following a
top-down scheme [19]. The result is a two-level interpreter tower [20]: first the virtual
machine and second the language being interpreted by the SRGI Engine.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the two levels in generic interpretation.

The SRGI can interpret any language –we will generically call it L– based on its
specification, and it would be always capable to interpret one language without specifying
it: the nitrOVM language. Using the reserved word reflect, nitrOVM code may be

written. The SRGI Engine takes the code as a string object and evaluates it with the ()
operator. Thus, the first level (nitrOVM), instead of the second (SRGI), evaluates the
code written inside the reflect statement, so one level of interpretation has been
jumped (shown in figure 4).
2: Code to
be reified

1: L (C++) code is
being interpreted

class Car { // L (C++) Code
const char *color;
unsigned year;
5: Code continues public:
reify “p←System:get(<parserCpp>);
evaluating with
p:add(...);”
new semantics
unsigned getYear() const;
};
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Interpreter
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nil:s(); >

Interprets
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modifies the language
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Fig. 4. Achieving a jump in the two-level tower of interpreters.

If the reflected nitrOVM code modifies the L code specification by means of nitroVM structural reflection, what we achieve is a non-restrictive computational reflection
mechanism. With this scheme, the nitrOVM language becomes a meta-language to specify, and dynamically modify, the language that would be interpreting; no previous MOP
specifying what may be changed has to be defined.
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System Benefits
Our flexible platform offers the following advantages:
•
•
•
•

The system is platform independent: it has been developed over the virtual machine language.
The system may be programmed by means of any programming language: the
SRGI can interpret any language; different language specifications can be
saved by the programming environment persistence system.
The whole system is adaptable at runtime: any feature of the system may be
changed by means of the reflect statement, and there are no previous restrictions imposed by any protocol.
Any feature may be reflected: introspection, structural reflection, computational reflection and “linguistic” reflection are achieved.

•

Application interoperability: any program run by the nitrOVM may access, and
reflectively modify, any other program being executed by the same virtual machine. Therefore, there is no need to stop an application if we want to adapt it
at runtime: another application may be used to adapt the former.

The result is a universal computation platform that may be used to develop or test
any reflective or adaptable environment (e.g., fault-tolerant systems, adaptable operating
systems, knowledge base systems, etc.) without the necessity to modify the virtual machine source code.
The main disadvantage is performance penalties. Future work will be studying
and implementing optimization techniques as just in time compilation or native code generation.

6

Related Work

One of the most advanced computational-reflection systems based on the deve lopment of a virtual machine is MetaXa (formerly called MetaJava) [7]. It is based on a
runtime meta-object protocol over a modification of the Java virtual machine [14]. In our
research group, with have also defined a MOP over an object-oriented abstract machine
(our first prototype) in order to build an integral object-oriented system [21]. We realized
that the abstract machine should be modified every time a new feature would be added to
our MOP -as we have mentioned in section 2.1; therefore, we discarded MOP-based systems.
Another way to develop a language-independent flexible platform is designing
the virtual machine in a modular way; this technique has been used to build the "Virtual
Virtual Machine" [22]. Different parts of a platform are selected to make them adaptable
(e.g., thread scheduling or security policies), and many languages can be processed by
this platform. However, only those limited features selected in the platform architecture
would be adapted at runtime.

7

Conclusions

Most systems that offer computational reflection at runtime are based on the use
of a meta-object protocol (MOP). MOPs give a system the ability to customize at runtime, but what may be adapted must be previously specified by the protocol. Different
approaches modifying the MOP are commonly needed to make the system adaptable to a
new characteristic. Moreover, this kind of system lacks the ability to modify its own la nguage ("linguistic" reflection) and the cross-customization between different applications
cannot be achieved either.
Our computation system’s root is an object-oriented prototype-based virtual machine endowed with structural reflection. Over this virtual machine, we have designed a
structural-based language specification that represents lexical, syntactic and semantic
free-context grammar rules. An application (engine) executes the language rules following a top-down scheme, achieving any programming language interpretation.
The interpreter engine is capable to obtain virtual machine code (using the reflect statement) and make it evaluate by the virtual machine. Modifying the language
specification implies computational and “linguistic” reflection without any restriction. A

real meta-level jump is obtained and no changes to the virtual machine implementation
have to be done.
The final system is a computation platform that might be programmed by using
any language, it is completely adaptable, and it has a great level of application
interoperability; therefore, it can be used to create or test highly adaptable environments.
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